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to the connection 1egs. Various nuclear responses were mea-
sured main1y inside the gap and the cavity. 

On the other hand， the experiment-2 aimed at va1idating 
design calcu1ations for estimation ofvarious nuclear responses 
on toroida1 fie1d coi1s (TFCs) 10cated behind the vacuum ves幽

sel. A bu1k iron b10ck of 300 mm in thickness that simu1ated 
'the vacuum vesse1 of ITER was added to the experimenta1 
assemb1y-1. The rear surface ofthe assemb1y， the tota1 thick-
ness ofwhich was 800 mm， was the position where TFCs were 
assumed to be 10cated， and various nuclear responses were 
measured there. 

Forboth the experiment-1 and ・2，two positions ofthe point 
D-T neutron source wereadopted: the first position was on 

the gap center line (direct gap configuration) and the second 
was shifted upper by 200 mm re1ative to the gap (offset gap 
configuration) as shown in Fig. 2. Additiona1 measurements 

were a1so performed with filling up the gap and!or cavity with 
iron b1ocks. 

Before the main experiments， an experiment was a1so per-
formed to characterize precise1y source neutron f1uxes that en幽

tered into the gap streaming assemb1y without setting the gap 
S仕eamingassemb1y. This was needed because neutrons scat-
tered by a rotating target assemb1y and room walls as well as 
those directly coming from the target cou1d be sources which 

inf1uence on measured results. 

111. Analysis 

1. Code and Data 

The continuous energy Monte Carlo transport calcu1ation 
code MCNP-4N3) was used for all the ana1yses because it cou1d 
treat precise1y the 3-dimensiona1 geometries ofthe gap stream-
ing assemblies， and was identified as one of the standard 
nuclear design codes for ITER. 

Two transport cross section 1ibraries for MCNP were used: 
FENDLlMC-1.0(4) and FSXLIB-JFp5) derived from the Fu-

sion Eva1uated Nuclear Data Library (FENDLlE・1.0，abbre-
viated as FENDL-1y6) and Japanese Eva1uated Nuclear Data 

Library (JENDL Fusion Fi1e， abbreviated as JENDL-FF)(7)， re-

spective1y. The FENDL-1 library has been assigned as the 

standard cross section 1ibrary for ITER!EDA. For the photon 
transport and dosimetry cross section libraries， the MCPLIB(3) 
library and a 1ibrary derived from JENDL Dosimetry File(8)， 
respective1y， were used. 
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(a) Direct Gap Configuration (b) Offset Gap Configuration unit in mm 

Fig. 2 The direct gap and the 0白etgap configurations for the experト
ment幽1.

2. Modeling of D-T Neutron Source and Surrounding 
Environment 
A D-T neutron source driven by a deuteron-・.beamacce1era-

tor is rough1y characterized as an isotropic mono-energy 14岨

Me V neutron source. The rea1 D-T neutron source is， strictly 
speaking， characterized by followings， (i) neutron energy and 
intensity depend on the emission ang1e of the neutron with 
respect to the deuteron beam direction， and (ii) primary D-T 
neutrons are scattered by structura1 materia1s of the target. 

Therefore， for the frrst stage of the ana1ysis， the D-T neutron 
source was simu1ated with a precise mode1 of the D-T reac-

tion kinematics and the target structure to provide an adequate 
source term for successive streaming calcu1ations. 

Figure 3 shows calcu1ated angu1ar distributions of source 

neutrons and mean neutron peak energy. When the target struc・
ture is omitted， the angu1ar distribution is given by a smooth 
1ine which is slightly enhanced to the forward ang1e. ln the 
distribution with mode1ing the target assemb1y， a 1arge dip is 
clearly seen around 90 degree where about 30 % of source 
neutrons are scattered away by the target assemb1y. This indi-
cates necessity ofthe detai1ed treatment ofthe source neutron 
condition because the gap openings see neutrons emitted to-
ward ~ 80 degree where the scattering 10ss ofneutrons is sig-
nificant. 

Next， the experimenta1 room walls and additiona1 objects 
inside the room such as the acce1erator components and other 

experimenta1 setups were considered because neutrons were 
scattered by these objects and impinged into the experimenta1 
assemb1y. A rough sketch of the ca1cu1ation mode1 is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. The mode1， however， invo1ved some ambigu-
ities in a chemica1 composition of concrete， especially a num-
ber ofhydrogen atoms included in the concrete， and mode1ing 
of the additiona1 objects. Hence， the calcu1ation mode1 was 
a司justedby changing two parameters， i.e.， thickness ofthe 
room walls and the hydrogen content in the concrete， so as to 
reproduce adequate1y the results of the source characteriza幽

tlOn experiment. 

3. Analysis of the Gap Streaming Experiment 

The gap streaming assemb1y was mode1ed precise1y with 
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Fig. 3 Angular dependency ofthe source neutron intensi句randmean
peak energy. 
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